PhysCon Fundraising Tip #9

*Lunch-raiser*

**Recommended for:** School of any size, upfront cost $100-150

**Category:** Food

**Potential funds raised:** ~$100/event

**Brief Description:**
Some chapters will purchase 10 pizzas at $8-10 each, for a total of $100. They also purchase soda/drinks in bulk, so each container is <$1.00. The chapter then sells pizza and soda for $1 each. They do this one day a week each week and every day during finals. Make sure it’s ok to sell the pizza before you buy it and try it out*. If this event is successful, also consider selling coffee and donuts during breakfast hours.

*See also ‘Tip #1-Nacho Bar’

**Up-front Costs:**
About $100-150 for the pizza and soda.

**Revenue:**
Profit for each sale can be up to $100. If this is done 10 times during the school year, your chapter can make up to $1,000.